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The Midnight Lie
2020-03-03

set in the world of the new york times bestselling winner s trilogy marie rutkoski s the midnight lie is an epic lgbtq romantic fantasy about learning to free ourselves from the
lies others tell us and the lies we tell ourselves where nirrim lives crime abounds a harsh tribunal rules and society s pleasures are reserved for the high kith life in the ward
is grim and punishing people of her low status are forbidden from sampling sweets or wearing colors you either follow the rules or pay a tithe and suffer the consequences
nirrim keeps her head down and a dangerous secret close to her chest but then she encounters sid a rakish traveler from far away who whispers rumors that the high kith
possess magic sid tempts nirrim to seek that magic for herself but to do that nirrim must surrender her old life she must place her trust in this sly stranger who asks above
all not to be trusted

The Forgotten Gods
2022

the gods are real and they re assholes thousands of years ago ancient deities fought a civil war that nearly destroyed the earth they were defeated by a great warrior and
banished to spend eternity beyond the reach of the humans who once served them their war is raging once again and once again it will require a great hero to save
humanity unfortunately for humanity i m that hero my name is vic stratton i m no saint but i m the best chance we ve got at surviving the chaos about to be unleashed but
hey at least i have my good looks a quick tongue and the sword of the gods on my side and i m going to need it because when the gods return all hell will break loose
forgotten gods is a fast paced adventure series with a novel take on the urban fantasy genre vampires werewolves and all manner of monstrous creatures serve the
unknown powers of old but the story centers on the humans who make the heroic choice to fight them you won t forget forgotten gods

Forgotten Gods
2018-04-03

intrigue romance and magic abound in the hollow heart the heart stopping conclusion to marie rutkoski s forgotten gods duology at the end of the midnight lie nirrim offered
up her heart to the god of thieves in order to restore her people s memories of their city s history the half kith who once lived imprisoned behind the city s wall now realize
that many among them are powerful meanwhile the person nirrim once loved most sid has returned to her home country of herran where she must navigate the politics of
being a rogue princess who has finally agreed to do her duty in the herrani court rumors begin to grow of a new threat rising across the sea of magic unleashed on the world
and of a cruel black haired queen who can push false memories into your mind so that you believe your dearest friends to be your enemies sid doesn t know that this queen
is nirrim who seeks her revenge against a world that has wronged her can sid save nirrim from herself does nirrim even want to be saved as blood is shed and war begins sid
and nirrim find that it might not matter what they want for the gods have their own plans

The Hollow Heart
2022-10-25

volunteer kitten rescuer margaret cleo carroll is having a monumentally crappy day she was kicked out of her rental her cat just died and she d rather stick rusty spoons in
her eyes than beg help from her parents her house bus breaking down on the side of the road in butt fuck nowhere is the last straw so when three drool worthy strangers
offer her a deal that seems too good to be true tequila is to blame for her accepting but once a deal is made in the name of magic it cannot be undone the consequences of
reneging are severe and cleo has no desire to spend the rest of her days as a rodent especially not after her new travel companions show some claws of their own a girl with
no idea who she really is three men who are much more than they first appear and an ancient goddess on a power trip all cleo wanted to do was rescue some kittens please
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note a portion of this story was published in the limited run charity anthology petting them but this is the extended full version of forgotten gods book 1 feral magic

Feral Magic
2019-08-05

the gods are real but they aren t the worst things out there delano man turned apprenti turned god eater has staked his claim on our world and he s calling all gods and
monsters to his side there s nowhere for mankind to run and nowhere to hide we either fight now or bow to his will forever and there s no way in heaven or hell i m going to
bow to scum like him my name is vic stratton i have a team i have a plan i have the freaking sword of the gods at my side but am i ready to save the world find out in gods
remembered the thrilling conclusion to the forgotten gods saga books 1 4 now available in a box set asin b07kx2wdcx

Gods Remembered
2020-06-08

with no memory of his past a lone hero must fight two battles one to understand his identity and one to defeat the demon that now plagues faerûn demascus wakes up on
the cold stone slab of an ancient altar he doesn t know who he is he doesn t know where he s from he doesn t even know his own name until a stranger tells it to him but
someone or something wants to kill him this he knows with the certainty of the grave at the same time a demon from a dead universe a gift from the chained god is freed
from its fossilized prison its essence takes root in the nightmare reality of the living sparking a transformation once thought halted by forgotten heroes dodging knives
uncovering clues left by his past life and dueling demons demascus must figure out who he is who his enemies are and what battles he is fighting along the way he will
discover that he is the last of the forgotten heroes the only thing that stands between the light of the world and the phantasmagorical torments of the abyss

Sword of the Gods
2011-04-05

his nephew has been kidnapped and as he works desperately to save luke detective inspector cass jones has been framed for murder he s on the run being hunted by
former colleagues and is unwelcome wherever he goes until he gets help from a very unexpected figure from his past detectives hask and ramsey are on a different case
searching for the killer behind the lethal strain ii virus currently sweeping its way through london a search which throws up an unexpected clue that suggests cass might be
innocent of murder after all but when they re ordered not to investigate further they realise the mystery behind the murder is far greater than they thought somehow it s
linked to mr bright and to the network which manipulates everyone from the shadows a rift is growing between these rival factions as strain ii takes a firmer hold on the city
and as the interventionists warn of a final battle which will bring them all together or once and for all tear everything apart cass jones is going up against the bank and its
sinister employees one last time he needs every ally he can get and this time he means to find answers even if he has to uncover the true history of humanity to do it and
the more he learns the more everything hinges on finding luke set in a future that s close enough to touch sarah pinborough s series combines the streetwise grime of a
george pelecanos mystery with the near future dystopian setting of richard morgan

The Chosen Seed
2012-02-16

breaking out of fbi lock up nearly got me killed but that s nothing compared to getting off this damn island the gods have descended on new york and all hell has broken
loose apparently they have big plans for the weekend but i have a feeling it doesn t include taking in a broadway show with three gods angling for control and the forgotten
battling it out on every street corner i want nothing more than to save as many souls as possible and get the hell out of town but supernatural gridlock is a bitch and their
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evil master plan is not something i can just leave behind i m vic stratton i ve got a werewolf a demon for hire and a flaming sword of the gods on my side it s time to deliver
the big apple from evil buy gods of new york now and start the second arc of forgotten gods

Gods Of New York
2018-12-14

darcy jones doesn t remember anything before the day she was abandoned as a child outside a chicago firehouse she has never really belonged anywhere but she couldn t
have guessed that she comes from an alternate world where the great chicago fire didn t happen and deadly creatures called shades terrorize the human population
memories begin to haunt darcy when a new boy arrives at her high school and he makes her feel both desire and desired in a way she hadn t thought possible but conn s
interest in her is confusing it doesn t line up with the way he first looked at her as if she were his enemy when conn betrays darcy she realizes that she can t rely on
anything not herself not the laws of nature and certainly not him darcy decides to infiltrate the shadow society and uncover the shades latest terrorist plot what she finds
out will change her world forever in this smart compulsively readable novel master storyteller marie rutkoski has crafted an utterly original world characters you won t soon
forget and a tale full of intrigue and suspense

Forgotten Gods Waking Up
2005

an exiled immortal a stolen lover a mystical world on the brink of war apollo was once a powerful deity now he lives among the ruins of delphi trapped in a feline body with
his memories magically repressed when his lover olympia is kidnapped apollo is forced to break his life of blissful seclusion and take a perilous journey to athens where cat
life is cheap and enemies with old grudges conspire to destroy him and his kind plunged into the brewing conflict between the city s feline tribes he finds himself on a
collision course with two immortal led gangs and another deity seeking a mysterious artifact that could restore the gods ancient power or destroy it completely can apollo
reclaim his almighty glory and save olympia or will he ignite a conflict that risks bringing down the whole of olympus in the forgotten god author andrew rylands takes
readers on a captivating adventure through a mystical world where gods have become cats but old animosities remain if you enjoyed neil gaiman s american gods you re
sure to enjoy the forgotten god

The Shadow Society
2012-10-16

in a world steeped in darkness a new breed of evil has fallen london s ruined economy has pushed everyone to the breaking point and even the police rely on bribes and
deals with criminals to survive detective inspector cass jones struggles to keep integrity in the police force but now two gory cases will test his mettle a gang hit goes wrong
leaving two schoolboys dead and a serial killer calling himself the man of flies leaves a message on his victims saying nothing is sacred then cass brother murders his own
family before committing suicide cass doesn t believe his gentle brother did it yet when evidence emerges suggesting someone killed all three of them a prime suspect is
found cass himself common links emerge in all three cases but while cass is finding more questions than answers the man of flies continues to kill

The Forgotten God
2023-06-02

di cass jones is still dealing with the fallout of uncovering a major conspiracy within his own police station when a terrorist attack rocks london and he finds himself called on
to help with the investigation at the same time he has his own investigation to worry about young people are dying apparently committing suicide and they re all linked by
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the phrase chaos in the darkness scrawled or sent as their last message to the world then he s given a note from his dead brother christian written before his murder the
three words they took luke opens up a whole new can of worms because cass knows immediately who they are mr bright and the shadowy network his dead brother has set
him a task from beyond the grave to find the baby his nephew stolen at birth and as cass tries to divide his time between all three investigations it s not long before he
discovers links where there should not be the mysterious mr bright is once again pulling his strings and there s nothing di cass jones hates more

Forgotten Gods
1949

this dark epic fantasy follows the heirs of four noble houses each gifted with a divine power as they form a tenuous alliance to keep their kingdom from descending into a
realm shattering war the four realms life death light and darkness all converge on the city of dusk for each realm there is a god and for each god there is an heir but the
gods have withdrawn their favor from the once vibrant and thriving city and without it all the realms are dying unwilling to stand by and watch the destruction the four heirs
risha a necromancer struggling to keep the peace angelica an elementalist with her eyes set on the throne taesia a shadow wielding rogue with rebellion in her heart and nik
a soldier who struggles to see the light will sacrifice everything to save the city but their defiance will cost them dearly

A Matter of Blood
2013-04-02

an acclaimed emmy nominated tv series on amazon prime video winner of the hugo locus and bram stoker awards to give him his full title neil gaiman architect of worlds
svengali of plot shaman of character exploder of cliché master craftsman of style dreamer laureate of the republic of letters david mitchell original engrossing and endlessly
inventive george r r martin brilliant and unique guardian this is about the soul of america the idea that everyone came here from somewhere neil gaiman after three years in
prison shadow moon is free to go home but hours before his release his beloved wife is killed in a freak accident numbly he boards a plane where he meets an enigmatic
stranger who seems to know shadow and claims to be an ancient god and king of america together they embark on a profoundly strange road trip across the usa
encountering a kaleidoscopic cast of characters along the way but all around them a storm of unnatural proportions is gathering war is coming an epic struggle for the very
soul of america and shadow is standing squarely in its path neil gaiman with stories come possibilities

The Shadow of the Soul
2011-04-21

vampires are overrunning my city the fbi is on my tail and the god of darkness wants to meet with me just another day in the life of a hero luckily this time i m not alone god
in the darkness is the explosive conclusion to the first arc of the forgotten gods series follow vic stratton and her team of powerful allies as they struggle to save this world
from the evil gods who want nothing more than to rule it

The City of Dusk
2022-03-22

one slave is all it takes to turn the tide rhodopis has lived most of her life as a slave to the god of chaos knowing there wasn t a way her life could have been better but a
visiting god and his priests changes all that and she learns that there s more to life than servitude can she follow her heart or is she destined to be a slave forever servant of
chaos is part of the forgotten gods series and is rhodopis full story it is based on greco egyptian mythology
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American Gods
2011-11-10

the war has begun led by the treasonous inquisitor general opposition forces have taken control of the universe only a handful of loyalists stand between freedom and
darkness hidden in the shadows another enemy lurks one that will tear the universe apart

God In The Darkness
2018-04-16

the fate of one god hinges on the death of another and the bravery of a rag tag band of adventurers in this classic harpers novel when joel became a priest of the new god
finder he knew it meant forfeiting the honor and security of his position as a master bard now his freedom and his very life are at stake as the powers of evil embroil the
priests of finder in a struggle against a plot to resurrect the dead god bane accompanied by freedom fighter holly harrowslough the mysterious winged woman jas and the
aging priest jedidiah joel embarks on a mission to recover the hand of bane his quest leads him from the realms all the way to the extra planar city of sigil there joel must
rely on all his courage wisdom and strength to thwart the return of bane the tyrant and rescue the god finder from imminent death finder s bane is the fifteenth book in a
series of loosely connected novels about the harpers it is also the first book in the lost gods trilogy

Servant of Chaos
2020-03-31

before the dawn cataclysm moander the darkbringer corrupted tyche goddess of luck in a desperate attempt to preserve tyche s goodness the gods clove her in twain
creating two daughter goddesses tymora lady luck and beshaba lady doom in the eons since then the two sisters have existed in total enmity now a great power has
hatched a mad scheme to re create the goddess tyche by reuniting tymora and beshaba regardless of the potentially calamitous consequences in a decision fraught with
godly intrigue joel the rebel bard priest of finder is chosen to uncover whoever is behind the abduction of the sister goddesses aided by his old allies holly harrowslough and
jas and his new friend the kender emilo haversack joel must find a way to prevent the merger of tymora and beshaba before disaster overtakes the luckless realms the
forgotten realms meet dragonlance meet planescape in a heart stoppin gadventure that spans three worlds

Anguish Once Possessed
2019-06

the stunning sequel to instant new york times bestseller wicked saints nadya doesn t trust her magic anymore serefin is fighting off a voice in his head that doesn t belong to
him malachiasz is at war with who and what he s become as their group is continually torn apart the girl the prince and the monster find their fates irrevocably intertwined
their paths are being orchestrated by someone or something the voices that serefin hears in the darkness the ones that nadya believes are her gods the ones that
malachiasz is desperate to meet those voices want a stake in the world and they refuse to stay quiet any longer in their dramatic follow up to wicked saints the first book in
their something dark and holy trilogy emily a duncan paints a gothic icy world where shadows whisper and no one is who they seem with a shocking ending that will leave
you breathless this edition uses deckle edges the uneven paper edge is intentional
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Finder's Bane
2012-10-16

never underestimate the power of a distant witch bianca monroe has one goal in mind when she heads to the land of the gods convince the god of fire ignis to take his
magic back how hard could it be yet alaysia is not what she expected in fact it s better while bianca battles rogue demigods and new magic the god of fire whispers
promises of eternal power easy magic and the salvation of alkarra treachery thrives at every hand in the land of the gods leaving her unsure who to trust meanwhile one
questions plagues her daily should she give loyalty to the god of fire that resides with in her or to the goddess she doesn t know the forgotten gods is the seventh book in
the network series this tale of epic magic and wild places will sweep you to a whole new world the land of the gods while it takes your breath away

Tymora's Luck
2012-10-23

discover four paranormal adventure romances in this collection of egyptian mythology based stories full of quests romance and courage enter the world of the egyptian
goddesses in the forgotten gods origins collection uncover myths from the new kingdom and set in ancient egypt from the banished eye of ra to the flooding of the nile there
s plenty of adventure and romance to uncover the forgotten gods origins collection includes 1 mistress of sky and stars nut geb 2 collector of sand and tears the eye of ra
nehmetawy thoth 3 queen of the two lands isis osiris 4 bringer of the river waters taweret sobek

Ruthless Gods
2020-04-07

when karen leaves new jersey to spend time with her enigmatic father on mount olympus she is shocked to learn that her junior high classmates are gods and goddesses
and that one of them is turning people to stone

The Forgotten Gods
2022-08-08

they say the best way to kill a god is to stop believing what if the gods don t want to die it is a troubled time the old gods are returning and they want the universe back the
conclave has ruled the 700 known worlds since the fall of the gods it is an empire built upon a lie together with the inquisition and the mighty prekhauten guard they
preserve peace and justice for all while stamping out heresy when it arises senior inquisitor tolde breed is sent to the planet crimeat to investigate the escape of one of the
deadliest beings in the history of the universe amongeratix one of the fabled three sons of the god king he arrives on a world where heresy breeds insurrection and war is
only a matter of time aided by sister abigail of the order of blood witches and a company of prekhauten guards tolde hurries to find amongeratix and return him to conclave
custody before he can restart his reign of terror perfect for fans of the malazan book of the fallen the safehold series and the horus heresy dreams of winter is the first book
in the exciting new military science fiction series the forgotten gods

Forgotten Gods: Origins
2021

in this epic sequel to middle grade graphic novel oh my gods karen and her new friends descend into a forgotten maze beneath mt olympus junior high in search of an online
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troll by the name of m1n0t4ur for fans of raina telgemeier and kayla miller when karen moved to mt olympus she certainly didn t expect to start junior high with a bunch of
gods and goddesses let alone discover she s a demigoddess who doesn t yet know her powers having recently joined the school newspaper karen decides to investigate a
mysterious online troll that goes by the moniker m1n0t4ur this leads her to a treacherous maze beneath the school where karen and her friends must complete a set of
phases to leave the labyrinth the stakes are higher than ever and a wrong move could lead to some terri bull consequences in this a maze ingly action packed fast paced
pun filled companion to oh my gods

Oh My Gods!
2022-01-31

discover this paranormal adventure romance based on egyptian mythology following the goddess hathor as she tries to convince other gods to join their cause against the
rising chaos of seth all while managing her growing feelings for amun this goddess has to ignore her heart and do what she has to for the good of her people with horus
taken hathor has to put aside her feelings and focus on the task at hand rescuing him with her best friend by her side and the man who broke her heart the only option
hathor has to decide what s best for everyone can she unite the gods against the coming chaos heart of the goddess is part three of the queen of gods sub series of the
forgotten gods series and is based on egyptian mythology it includes a dash of adventure a lovers to enemies to lovers m f romance if you enjoy egyptian mythology gods
and goddesses quests and adventures and a modern setting then you should start the forgotten gods series

Dreams of Winter
2022-04-05

tv presenter graham hancock s multi million bestseller fingerprints of the gods remains an astonishing deeply controversial wide ranging investigation of the mysteries of
our past and the evidence for earth s lost civilization twenty years on hancock returns with a book filled with completely new scientific and archaeological evidence which
has only recently come to light the evidence revealed in this book shows beyond reasonable doubt that an advanced civilization that flourished during the ice age was
destroyed in the global cataclysms between 12 800 and 11 600 years ago near the end of the last ice age 12 800 years ago a giant comet that had entered the solar system
from deep space thousands of years earlier broke into multiple fragments some of these struck the earth causing a global cataclysm on a scale unseen since the extinction
of the dinosaurs at least eight of the fragments hit the north american ice cap while further fragments hit the northern european ice cap the impacts from comet fragments
a mile wide approaching at more than 60 000 miles an hour generated huge amounts of heat which instantly liquidized millions of square kilometres of ice destabilizing the
earth s crust and causing the global deluge that is remembered in myths all around the world a second series of impacts equally devastating causing further cataclysmic
flooding occurred 11 600 years ago the exact date that plato gives for the destruction and submergence of atlantis but there were survivors known to later cultures by
names such as the sages the magicians the shining ones and the mystery teachers of heaven they travelled the world in their great ships doing all in their power to keep the
spark of civilization burning they settled at key locations gobekli tepe in turkey baalbek in the lebanon giza in egypt ancient sumer mexico peru and across the pacific where
a huge pyramid has recently been discovered in indonesia everywhere they went these magicians of the gods brought with them the memory of a time when mankind had
fallen out of harmony with the universe and paid a heavy price a memory and a warning to the future for the comet that wrought such destruction between 12 800 and 11
600 years may not be done with us yet astronomers believe that a 20 mile wide dark fragment of the original giant comet remains hidden within its debris stream and
threatens the earth an astronomical message encoded at gobekli tepe and in the sphinx and the pyramids of egypt warns that the great return will occur in our time

Oh My Gods! 2: The Forgotten Maze
2016-08-11

and if no one ever teaches you to dream the unlimited dream if no one ever teaches you to breathe the breath of god s nostrils in spring and if no one ever teaches you to
look at a midnight sky and contemplate the concepts of forever no one ever teaches you this then you will be forever separated by god its natural kingdom its illustrious
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beauty its intoxicating magic and enchantment you will never know it you are to learn that this is what the true nature of your being is and that when you learn this you will
know that the lord god of your being is not trying to take you from life but to wake you up in the midst of it and it is not one that argues for its limitation but barrels down the
walls that limit you from expression ramtha

Heart Of The Goddess
2001

the war of five millennia past has been all but forgotten the sacrifices made by mankind swept from memory but now the dark master stirs once more his children busy
preparing for his return there is but one hope and that a slim one at best an orphan boy who is ignorant of the knowledge passed from one generation of alliance members
to the next he is unaware that he holds the ultimate fate of the world in his young hands descended from the favoured servants of the old gods and imbued with all the
secret talents that bestows he must lead the resistance into a war more ferocious than any gone before in a frantic race against time to find others like him the boy must
become a man and lead those who would protect an unsuspecting world and in doing so learn of a terrible history from the only remaining written record the book of
remembrance

Magicians of the Gods
2012-01-05

the three companion books to the wrath of the old gods series pagan apocalypse the fomorians eye of balor now available in one volume the fomorians are a mythical race
of giants and monsters long thought to be merely legends the modern day british isles falls to the might of their supernatural magic in a matter of days in this maelstrom of
chaos and destruction a hero rises his name is steve and he is thirteen years old can he overcome tremendous odds and save the world join steve in his adventures across
multiple worlds as he battles forgotten gods and monsters in this thrilling series suitable for ages 12 and up wrath of the old gods series in chronological order book 1 the
glooming book 1 5 pagan apocalypse ya series book 2 canticum tenebris book 2 5 the fomorians ya series book 3 a world darkly book 3 5 eye of balor ya series

Forgotten Gods Waking Up
2012-10-16

a lost gods book emilo haversack is unusually worried for a kender though he can t for the life of him remember what his problem is still he s been wandering across ansalon
for quite some time trying to remember what s wrong all he can recall is the name of a very evil very dead wizard fistandantilus joined by a young kendermaid a human lad
and a devout if somewhat naive priest emilo is drawn into a mysterious quest as he draws closer to the secret of his past he and his friends find themselves caught in an
increasingly sinister web of intrigue and as the conclusion of the adventure approaches the companions learn that their pourpose is one that could catapult them from krynn
and forever change the destiny of the world they leave behind

Book of Remembrance
2008-08-05

marie rutkoski s startling debut novel the first book in the kronos chronicles about the risks we take to protect those we love brims with magic political intrigue and heroism
petra kronos has a simple happy life but it s never been ordinary she has a pet tin spider named astrophil who likes to hide in her snarled hair and give her advice her best
friend can trap lightning inside a glass sphere petra also has a father in faraway prague who is able to move metal with his mind he has been commissioned by the prince of
bohemia to build the world s finest astronomical clock petra s life is forever changed when one day her father returns home blind the prince has stolen his eyes enchanted
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them and now wears them but why petra doesn t know but she knows this she will go to prague sneak into salamander castle and steal her father s eyes back joining forces
with neel whose fingers extend into invisible ghosts that pick locks and pockets petra finds that many people in the castle are not what they seem and that her father s clock
has powers capable of destroying their world the cabinet of wonders is a 2009 bank street best children s book of the year

Wrath of the Old Gods: Box Set 2
1999

niven was planning a book about his experiences but never completed it owing to ill health the result of twenty years research buried cities forgotten gods offers a well
illustrated and vivid first hand account through wicks and harrison s selection of photographs and stories from niven s own extensive writings and those of people with whom
he worked book jacket

Fistandantilus Reborn
2013-04-01

revised updated edition god is love crazy relentless all powerful love have you ever wondered if we re missing it it s crazy if you think about it the god of the universe the
creator of nitrogen and pine needles galaxies and e minor loves us with a radical unconditional self sacrificing love and what is our typical response we go to church sing
songs and try not to cuss whether you ve verbalized it yet or not we all know something s wrong does something deep inside your heart long to break free from the status
quo are you hungry for an authentic faith that addresses the problems of our world with tangible even radical solutions god is calling you to a passionate love relationship
with himself because the answer to religious complacency isn t working harder at a list of do s and don ts it s falling in love with god and once you encounter his love as
francis describes it you will never be the same because when you re wildly in love with someone it changes everything learn more about crazy love at crazylovebook com

The Cabinet of Wonders
2022-01-21

discover this paranormal adventure romance based on egyptian mythology following goddess and cursed sphinx sekhmet as she undoes her curse and rediscovers her life
amongst the gods the goddess of vengeance must choose between revenge and love trapped by an ancient curse sekhmet has been away from the world for thousands of
years now free she faces the ultimate challenge if she takes the revenge she craves she ll be trapped as a sphinx forever can she manage to resist the thing she was
created for daughter of the sun is part of the forgotten gods series and is based on egyptian mythology it includes a dash of adventure a m f romance and can be read as a
standalone if you enjoy egyptian mythology gods and goddesses quests and adventures and a modern setting then you should start the forgotten gods series forgotten gods
search terms keywords egyptian mythology egyptian gods gods goddesses shifters paranormal romance pnr fantasy romance urban fantasy adventure myths and legends
egyptology ancient egypt scorpion shifter jackal shifter lion shifter lioness shifter falcon shifter bird shifter hippo shifter crocodile shifter kite shifter hawk shifter snake shifter
cobra shifter naga demon demoness urban fantasy romance sphinx demon hunter hedgehog shifter friends to lovers one night stand to forever second chance romance
forbidden romance enemies to lovers workplace romance afterlife duat persephone gods goddesses included in the series serket sed fetket sekhmet ra horus khonsu ma at
maahes abu amun hathor atum seth set nephthys heka isis osiris anubis anuket kebechet imsety abaset ash anat haurun wadjet nekhbet taweret kherty sobek nut geb the
eye of ra mut thoth montu sesy geshtinanna aken ammit amentet if you love these authors you ll enjoy this series jr ward sarah j maas sherrilyn kenyon karen marie moning
jennifer l armentrout kresley cole nalini singh christine feehan gina showalter lora leigh patricia briggs rebecca zanetti abigail owen laurell k hamilton i t lucas jeaniene frost
lynsay sands lori foster kat martin kf breene nora roberts britt andrews donna grant susanne valenti caroline peckham amelia hutchins ilona andrews tate james kathryn
moon angel lawson ashley n rostek siobhan davis kit rocha crystal ash eva ashwood sarah piper raven kennedy j d robb kait ballenger shelly laurenston kerri maniscalco
anna hackett terry bolryder julie ann walker alexandra ivy brittney sahin jennifer estep susan fanetti lara adrian brenda k davies leia stone kristen ashley leann castellanos
dianne duvall kathleen ryder candace sams tina moss ruby dixon ella maven and teresa gabelman
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Buried Cities, Forgotten Gods

discover this paranormal romance set in ancient egypt and based on the creation myths of the new kingdom it follows isis and osiris as they take their places on the throne
and learn that they can love one another despite their arranged marriage the first pharaoh and his queen must learn to love one another isis knows her marriage was made
for the good of the people but that doesn t stop her longing for more when osiris is crowned as the first pharaoh of the two lands she takes it as a chance to change things
between them as the two get to know one another they discover that they have more in common than they ever thought and things start to change for the better between
them can the two rulers fall in love queen of the two lands is an origin story to the forgotten gods series and is based on egyptian mythology it includes a dash of adventure
a m f romance and can be read as a standalone if you enjoy egyptian mythology gods and goddesses quests and adventures and a modern setting then you should start the
forgotten gods series forgotten gods search terms keywords egyptian mythology egyptian gods gods goddesses shifters paranormal romance pnr fantasy romance urban
fantasy adventure myths and legends egyptology ancient egypt scorpion shifter jackal shifter lion shifter lioness shifter falcon shifter bird shifter hippo shifter crocodile
shifter kite shifter hawk shifter snake shifter cobra shifter naga demon demoness urban fantasy romance sphinx demon hunter hedgehog shifter friends to lovers one night
stand to forever second chance romance forbidden romance enemies to lovers workplace romance afterlife duat persephone gods goddesses included in the series serket
sed fetket sekhmet ra horus khonsu ma at maahes abu amun hathor atum seth set nephthys heka isis osiris anubis anuket kebechet imsety abaset ash anat haurun wadjet
nekhbet taweret kherty sobek nut geb the eye of ra mut thoth montu sesy geshtinanna aken ammit amentet if you love these authors you ll enjoy this series jr ward sarah j
maas sherrilyn kenyon karen marie moning jennifer l armentrout kresley cole nalini singh christine feehan gina showalter lora leigh patricia briggs rebecca zanetti abigail
owen laurell k hamilton i t lucas jeaniene frost lynsay sands lori foster kat martin kf breene nora roberts britt andrews donna grant susanne valenti caroline peckham amelia
hutchins ilona andrews tate james kathryn moon angel lawson ashley n rostek siobhan davis kit rocha crystal ash eva ashwood sarah piper raven kennedy j d robb kait
ballenger shelly laurenston kerri maniscalco anna hackett terry bolryder julie ann walker alexandra ivy brittney sahin jennifer estep susan fanetti lara adrian brenda k davies
leia stone kristen ashley leann castellanos dianne duvall kathleen ryder candace sams tina moss ruby dixon ella maven and teresa gabelman

Crazy Love

for years nephthys has been living in the compound of a man that s never loved her when a god from her past shows up she s offered a chance to finally leave despite being
drawn to heka and the life he offers her among the other gods nephthys finds herself refusing until seth pushes things too far and she realises she can t stand by and watch
any longer but escaping is only half the challenge once she s back at karnak she has to persuade the other gods she can still be trusted empress of the dark is a fantasy
mythology romance and is part of the forgotten gods series and is nephthys complete story it is based on egyptian mythology

Daughter Of The Sun

Queen Of The Two Lands

Empress Of The Dark
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